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Abstract 

Among all Non-Destructive Examinations (NDE), active infrared thermography is 

becoming recognised as a technique available today for improving quality control of 

many materials and structures involved in heat transfer. The infrared thermography 

allows to characterise the bond between two materials having different thermal 

physical properties. In order to increase the defect detection limit of the SATIR test 

bed, several possibilities have been evaluated to improve the infrared thermography 

inspection. The implementation in 2003 of a microbolometer camera and the 

improving of the thermosignal process allowed to increase considerably the detection 

sensitivity of the SATIR facility. The quality, the spatial stability of infrared image and 

the detection of edge defect have been also improved. The coupling on the same test 

bed of SATIR method with a LOCKIN thermography will be evaluated in this paper. 

An improvement of the global reliability is expected by data merging produced by the 

two thermal excitation sources. A new enhanced facility named SATIRPACA has 

been designed for the full Non Destructive Examination of the High Heat Flux ITER 

components taking into account these main improvements. These systematic 

acceptance tests obviously need tools for quality control of critical parts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The control of interface by infrared thermography is an original test, which is used as 

an acceptance tool by the Tokamak TORE SUPRA in order to guarantee interface 

quality of the High heat Flux (HHF) components delivered by the manufacturer. This 

non-destructive method enable to qualify the fabrication process such as active braze 

bonding, which is considered today as sensitive assembly process. To avoid an 

abnormal increasing of the surface temperature under heat flux and a pollution of 

plasma the bond between materials must be as perfect as possible. Since several 

years this specific SATIR method is used for locating the existing discontinuities and 

thereby ensuring the quality and integrity of the metallic assembly. This has been 

developed specially by CEA in order to evaluate the manufacturing process quality of 

actively water-cooled plasma facing components such as Toroidal Pumped Limiter 

(TPL) before their installation inside the TOKAMAK TORE SUPRA and has proved to 

be very efficient in term of defect detection. The technical specifications for the 

supply of International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) targets stated 

that all Cu cast layers on W or CFC armour shall be subjected to 100% 

thermographic examination, such as the CEA developed SATIR test. The current 

SATIR test bed has been used to control many full-scale ITER mock-ups, which has 

showed that for such geometry (CFC thickness) the detection capability has to be 

improved. Indeed the SATIR test is a very interesting method, which must be kept to 

exactly measure the aptitude of the component being cooled. In addition the external 

active control method by lock-in thermography can also be considered in order to 

improve the interface defects detection. Ultimately, the coupling of the two techniques 

will improve the detection sensibility and reliability up to the point where accurate 

defect shape can be detected. Infrared data merging allowing to detect the defects at 



each interface in the case of different materials bonding will be analysed. In parallel 

an important effort of the infrared image processing improved the detection sensitivity 

of SATIR method. The control of Wendelstein-7X divertor components expected from 

the beginning 2005 shall validate these enhancements. The comparison of the 

infrared image processing results with the previous software has been performed and 

showed a very significant improvement. This paper proposes a detailed overview of 

improvements, which would equip this new infrared thermography test bed. 

2. IMPROVEMENT OF SATIR IMAGE PROCESSING 

This study was carried out on the CFC flat tiles component of 6mm thickness 

manufactured with Active Metal Casting® process. These types of element were 

used to build the TPL [1] of TORE SUPRA. The SATIR facility was the subject of 

several papers [2] and its principle will not be detailed completely here. In 2003, the 

implementation on SATIR test bed of a microbolometer digital camera SC500-FLIR 

(320x240 pixels) using wavelengths range 8-12µm instead of scanning infrared 

camera INFRAMETRIX allowed to develop a new infrared image processing 

software.  

2.1 Thermosignal Normalisation 

A new normalised thermosignal processing by pixels clearly showed an improvement 

of the infrared image quality and the detection sensibility. Thus another normalised 

infrared film was rebuilt taking into account the variation of emissivity and a constant 

water temperature. In this case the thermal cycles at each stage have to be 

sufficiently long to apply the normalisation algorithm at constant temperature. The 

best-contrasted infrared image built for the heating and cooling cycles from the new 

infrared film.  

2.2 DTref Value 



This infrared image process requires some precautions, as showed previously the 

Time Origin t0 of the pixel temperature evolution have to be considered to obtain 

coherent DTref value. A maximum DTref value cartography by pixel is built for the 

heating and cooling cycles from the new infrared film. DTref comparative 

measurement between the initial and the new process realised on TPL element 

showed an increasing by factor 2 of sensibility defect detection as shown Fig.1. The 

new infrared camera part brought 30% of the global improving at least.  

2.3 DIref Integrated Value  

A lot of thermal information can be picked in the zone formed by temperature 

response, and Iref is defined as the integral of the curves of the temperature 

evolutions. This DIref criterion is calculated from the integral of DTref curve and 

would seem apparently more sensitive to the defects size than initial DTref. A more 

thorough study allowed to correlate the values of the DIref and to get the shape of 

significant defect. Afterwards the construction of DIref cartography per pixel showed 

another thermal vision between cooled wall and surface of element, which 

correspond to a quasi energy drop due to the presence of defect (Fig.2) 

2.4 Characteristic Time 

One method to determine the tile temperature decay can be expressed as: 

100max0 )/exp()/())(( tttfortTTTtT <<−=−− τ . If in the temperature evolution 

graphic the formulation is introduced then -1/τ is represented 

by the slope, which is the derivative of the curves. But over the complete time 

evolution the curves becomes parallel straight lines and the differences of derivatives 

are negligible. To find the same τ value extracted with the method recommended in 

the literature it’s necessary to reduce the time interval ; considering the curves at the 

first instant, the slopes obtained with the linear regression are very similar to the 1/τ 

)]/()ln[( 0max0 TTTTt −−



values extracted with the literature method at 37%. However this new criteria not 

occur still sufficient and not enough sensible to detect small defects.  

2.5 1/a coefficient  

Additional thermal information of the defect presence appears at the beginning of 

thermal transient just before the temperature homogenisation. In fact the convection 

heat transfer coefficient between the pseudo-semi-infinite environment and the 

ambient conditions is imposed. Then the solution of heat equation with ),,( taxfT eq=

Cpa ρλ /= allows to fit the curve within the time limits such as [t0, t0+dt] and to 

deduce the equivalent value as shown Fig.3. This criterion would 

correspond to the physical capability of the CFC composite, just at the beginning of 

thermal transient, to keep the heat during the cooling cycle. As all others previous 

criteria, a diffusivity value cartography is built for the heating and cooling cycle 

and it would be more sensitive to the presence of smaller corner defect of 3x3mm

eqa/1 eqa/1

eqa/1

2. 

2.6 Achievements 

To increase the defect detection of SATIR a lot of test bed parameters have been 

improved like the spatial and thermal resolution thanks to the digital camera 

associated to the new infrared data process. This improvement highlighted 

considerable increasing detection sensibility. The emissivity correction of the 

measured surface took an important part in this improvement, a pixel normalisation 

algorithm has been developed and allowed to the detect threshold to be reduced. In 

fact both the normalisation and the DTrefpixel allowed increasing the sensibility of 

detection by a factor 2. Others thermal features like DIref and 1/aeq further improve 

the global sensibility. In the case of LPT element, corner defect of 3mm and strip 

defect of 2mm can be easily detected at the CFC/Cu bonding. In addition these 



enhancements have also made possible the detection of the CuCrZr/Cu interface 

defect.  

3. LOCKIN THERMOGRAPHY SETUP 

Lock in thermography method is based on propagation and reflection of modulated 

thermal waves in solids, which are imposed at the surface of element. As this thermal 

wave undergoes reflections at CFC/Cu bond, the temperature modulation at the 

surface is modified by thermal waves coming back from the first interface of the 

component [3,4]. In the HHF component application the sinus thermal excitation is 

provided by four lamps each bearing a maximum power of 1KW. As the temperature 

surface is monitored during the modulated illumination with an infrared thermography 

camera, Fourier analysis performed at each pixel provides magnitude and phase of 

the local response. In addition it has experimentally been showed that by heating of 

the HHF component during the LOCKIN test would reduce the background noise and 

increase the contrast phase images. The detection sensibility of LOCKIN depends on 

several parameters as the frequency (0.7Hz optimum) and the background noise of 

local response. Under test conditions optimised the detectable defect size is about 

6mm [4.5°phase] for a corner defect and 2mm for a strip defect. But this method is 

limited to the CFC/Cu bond of the tile. 

4. DATA MERGING RESULTS 

The data merging is performed from the SATIR infrared image cartography and the 

LOCKIN phase image. Then these infrared images are resized and normalized in 

arbitrary unit between 0 and 1 before the data merging analyse. The multiplication 

pixel by pixel of the two normalized images enhances the contrast of the defect map 

as shown Fig.4. The full characterisation of bond can be realised by combining the 

two thermal excitation sources. Defects located at CFC/Cu bond corroborated in 



using an adding operator. Defects linked at the electron beam welding effect located 

at the copper alloy interface could be detected by subtracting the two images.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In 2004 the quality, the spatial stability of infrared image and the detection sensitivity 

have been improved.  For a 6mm of CFC flat tile thickness, corner defect of 3mm 

(instead of 6mm before) and strip defect of 2mm can be easily detected at the 

CFC/Cu bonding. These last enhancements have also made possible the detection 

of the CuCrZr/Cu interface. 

The original coupling of SATIR method with a LOCKIN thermography system realised 

in this study allowed to set-up two infrared thermographic inspection methods on the 

same test bed. Merging of the data produced by these two techniques leads to an 

improvement of the global interface control. In the case of CFC flat tiles using AMC® 

bond, an experimental study is realised since beginning of 2004 and highlighted that 

the combining of two thermal excitation sources allowed to identify the defect 

presence at the first (CFC/Cuofhc) and second (CuCrZr/Cuofhc) interface.  
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Figure captions: 

Fig. 1: Improvement of the defect detection sensibility  

Fig. 2: Construction of DIref cartography per pixel for the cooling cycle (K.s) 

Fig. 3: Determination of the equivalent diffusivity-1 value (S62 tile16) eqa/1

Fig. 4: Data merging by multiplication pixel by pixel of the two normalized images 

(phase and dTref) 



Fig.1: Improvement of the defect detection sensibility  

(A. Durocher 1/4) 
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Fig. 2: Construction of DIref cartography per pixel for the cooling cycle (K.s) 

(A. Durocher 1/4) 



Fig. 3: Determination of the equivalent diffusivity -1 value (S62 tile16) eqa/1

(A. Durocher 1/4) 
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Fig. 4: Data merging by multiplication pixel by pixel of the two normalized images 
(Phase and dTref) 
(A. Durocher 1/2) 
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